Verbatim Announces two new additions to their Pocket PC Accessories
Range the Pretec Compact Camera and the Pretec Compact Bluetooth

Enhance the functionality of your handheld by adding Bluetooth communications and multimedia capabilities. Pretec Compact Camera Two Models
of Compact Camera available: The Pretec Compact Camera is a compact Flash Camera that allows any Pocket PC with a CompactFlash expansion
slot to double as a high quality digital imaging device. The PRCFVGA has a maximum resolution of 640x480 or 300K pixels and the PRCFSVGA has a
maximum resolution of 1280x1024 or 1.3M pixels. Multiple functions: Capture Images, record live video, and turn your PDA into a multimedia device.
Preview on PDA: Motion preview display on your PDAs LCD screen Compact: Slim and Compact CompactFlash card design. Swivel Head: 180
swivel camera head with optical viewfinder great for self-portraits. Compatible with all major Pocket PC/Pocket PC 2002 PDAs such as Casio,
Compaq, HP, NEC and Toshiba. Pretec Compact BT Use the latest, most exciting new way to create an invisible link between your Pocket PC and
bluetooth enabled mobile phone for wireless internet access: Allows you to exchange email, browse the internet or access your company network
using your phone as a modem even when its tucked away in your purse, backpack or briefcase. CompactFlash Slot Compatible Bluetooth Spec.
Compliance Ver 1.1 Supports Windows CE3.0 (PPC 2002)/Windows XP/2000/ME/98SE Short Message Service : Send SMS directly from your PDA
with compatible Bluetooth phones Works with laptops with optional PCMCIA Adapter Availability The Pretec Compact Cameras and Compact BT are
now available from authorised Verbatim resellers. The PRCFVGA has a RRP of $264 inc GST. The PRCFSVGA has a RRP of $385 inc GST. The
Compact BT (PRCFBT) has a RRP of $275 inc GST. Review units for press are available on request. The Pretec Compact Cameras and Compact
Bluetooth are the latest additions to the Pretec I/O series that includes a Compact Modem, Compact LAN and Compact GPS. See the Verbatim
Australia website at www.verbatim.com.au for details of the whole range that Verbatim carries. About Verbatim Since 1969 Verbatim has been at the
forefront of the evolution of data storage technology. Today, more than 30 years later, Verbatim remains one of the most recognisable names in data
storage and is an international market leader in the distribution of optical and magnetic media, computer hardware and computer consumables. For
more information see www.verbatim.com.au Copyright 2002, Verbatim. All trademarks or registered trademarks mentioned herein are recognised as
the property of their respective holders.

